
Before we get started, I must confess that it’s a bit difficult to concentrate on this 
issue since I’m still depressed by the Patriots’ Super Bowl loss. But at least I have my job 
to help take my mind off the pain.  Actually, one of my favorite jobs is editing this newsletter, 
because I’m always impressed by the quality of the technology I get to share with you. 
I hope you’ll share my excitement with this issue.

Our first article, “OVM: Open Interoperable Verification,” provides a more detailed 
description of some of the key features in the 
OVM that enable, promote, and encourage 
the development of reusable verification 
components and environments. It also provides 
an update on the status of the OVM which 
earlier this month received the IEC Design 
Vision award at DesignCon, and includes a link 
where you can find even more detail, an OVM 
discussion forum, and the OVM source code 
to download for free!

The product spotlight this issue focuses 
on our inFact™ Intelligent Testbench 
Automation solution, continuing a series of 
articles introducing and explaining this excit-
ing new technology. In “Intelligent Testbench 
Automation — Now a Reality, No Longer 
Just a Promise,” the inFact team shows the 
results of a customer’s test case in which inFact was compared against their established 
constrained-random methodology. I won’t spoil the surprise for you, so you’ll have to read 
the article. But the words “order of magnitude” and “wow” come to mind.

“Are You Missing Assertions?” highlights a unique capability of our 0-In® Formal 
technology, which answers the question: “do I have enough assertions?” The answer is 
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dependent on the interrelationship of the design and its assertions 
— it’s not simply a function of the number of assertions, and it’s 
more than assertions per line-of-code. The 0-In team has built 
into their tool the ability to properly analyze both the design and 
the assertions, then quantify the answer using a metric called 
“assertion density.” In addition to providing this metric, the tool 
points to areas of your design that may need more assertions. 
Having great assertion coverage without an accompanying 
measurement of assertion density is akin to being the best ski 
area in Kansas (a dubious distinction).

Our next product-focused article, “Debugging Synchronization 
Failures in Multi-Core Designs,” highlights the challenges inherent 
in debugging systems with multiple cores. Since most problems 
stem from the synchronization between the independent cores, 
the ability to isolate these issues is the key to fixing them. The 
Questa® integrated, multi-core code debugger provides source, 
variable, memory, and other views for each core in the system, 
making it straightforward to see exactly what’s happening. When 
you combine these expansive views of the state with Questa’s 
ability to replay day-long simulations in a few seconds, suddenly 
the challenges of debugging such complex systems are 
no longer as daunting.

Back in my college days, my dad, who was an analog designer, 
used to tell me “it’s an analog world” to convince me that the 
“digital stuff” I was learning would never be sufficient to build 
everything. As Mark Twain said, “the older I’ve gotten, the smarter 
my father has become.” Analog and mixed-signal systems, even 
for us HDL designers, are becoming more and more prevalent, 
especially in automotive and aerospace applications. Our 
technology article this quarter, “FPGA Design and Verification in 
Mechatronic Applications,” provides an introduction to VHDL-AMS, 
a superset of VHDL that allows FPGA designers the opportunity 
to model, simulate and verify complete systems that include non-
digital stuff. Bringing these concepts into the HDL world extends 
proven design and verification methodologies to include these 
new aspects, as is being done at several companies.

And last but not least, our Partners’ Corner article this 
quarter comes from our friends at Sibridge Technologies, one 
of our Questa Vanguard Partners. As a fitting “bookend” to our 
introductory article on the OVM, this article describes the smooth 
process Sibridge went through to migrate their existing AVM-based 
Ethernet VIP components to use the OVM. As a member of the 
OVM design team, I was gratified to see that a real customer 
found it as easy as we’d designed it to be.

As the Patriots proved, you can’t win them all. But the Red Sox 
are still champions, and Spring Training starts in just over a week. 
All in all, a Boston sports fan can’t really complain, I suppose. 
And on the work side of things, I think you’ll agree that this issue 
of Verification Horizons shows that Mentor’s winning streak 
keeps going strong.

Respectfully submitted,
Tom Fitzpatrick
Verification Technologist
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The previous issue of Verification Horizons [Q4’07, (available at: http://
www.mentor.com/07horizons) offered a brief introduction to the Open 
Verification Methodology (OVM), a joint development initiative between 
Mentor Graphics®  and Cadence®  Design Systems that provides the 
first open, interoperable, SystemVerilog verification methodology in the 
industry. Built on the successful Advanced Verification Methodology 
(AVM) from Mentor Graphics and the Universal Reuse Methodology 
(URM) from Cadence, the OVM brings the combined power of these two 
leading companies together to deliver on the promise of SystemVerilog. 
This article presents more technical details about the OVM and provides 
an update on its status.

OVM KEY CONCEPTS

The OVM provides a library of base classes, utilities, and other 
infrastructure to focus your efforts in applying SystemVerilog to the 
problem of verification. To facilitate the reuse of user-coded verification 
components and testbenches, the OVM promotes a verification 
architecture with several key concepts that are all interrelated. The 
underlying philosophy is that reusability stems from providing a 
consistent set of well-defined interfaces through which components 
interact with each other and with the verification environment. 
Consistent communication interfaces simplify testbench building and 
provide modularity by isolating a component from changes elsewhere 
in the environment. Additional interfaces to customize and configure 
components and environments allow components to be reused in 
multiple contexts to address potentially multiple testing requirements 
without the code itself having to be modified. 

The first key to this strategy (see Figure 1) is enforcing a distinction 
between the test and the testbench. In OVM, the testbench is the top-
level instance of an ovm_env class that specifies the topology of the 
individual verification components, including how they are connected to 
each other and to the DUT. The test is an instance of the ovm_test class 
that instantiates and customizes the testbench. The OVM encourages 
the idea of a library of tests and environments, allowing a top-level 
module to pick a particular test at runtime from the precompiled test 
library, and allowing each test to specify the particular environment 
to use.

The next aspect of the OVM is the introduction of a phased build 
process for all components. In an extension of the AVM’s “construct-
connect-configure” phasing mechanism for building environments, 
the OVM adds a few more explicit methods to manage the process 
of hierarchical instantiation of components. After construction of the 
top-level test/environment/component, a post_new() phase method is 
called automatically by the OVM infrastructure. This in turn calls the 
user-defined build() method in which each component instantiates its 
children and calls their build() methods in turn. After all components have 
been built (i.e., instantiated and allocated) hierarchically, the connect() 
method is automatically called to connect the components as desired. 
In the end_of_elaboration() phase, all connection bindings are checked 
and resolved, so that at the completion of end_of_elaboration(), the 
environment is ready to run.

Since very few components would be useful without being able 
to communicate with other components in the testbench, the use 
of standard Transaction-Level Modeling (TLM) interfaces between 
components is one of the most important reuse aspects of the OVM. 
Since the communication is accomplished between TLM ports and 

OVM: Open, Interoperable Verification 
by Tom Fitzpatrick, Mentor Graphics, and Tom Anderson, Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
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exports1, one component may be swapped for another that supports 
the same interfaces. The connections between the ports and exports 
are specified at the parent level, so the parent’s connect() code can 
be reused to accomplish the same communication paths. Because 
every component is defined by its interfaces, it is independent of the 
exact type of component on “the other side” of the interface. This is 
a necessary condition to support the customization and configuration 
capabilities that further add value in the OVM.

One of the most common reuse problems encountered in verification 
is the need to “tweak” a particular testbench to allow a new set of 
functionality to be exercised in the DUT. Often, this is accomplished by 
changing one specific component in an otherwise-stable environment; 
for example, replacing a basic driver with an error-injecting driver. The 
most obvious way to accomplish this sort of reuse via object-oriented 
programming (OOP) is to extend the base environment into a new 
environment that instantiates the error_driver in place of the driver. 
Assuming the two drivers have compatible interfaces, the rest of the 
environment code remains unchanged.

However, this approach has the drawback that we now have two 
environments to deal with. It is true that we have achieved code reuse 
through OOP, but what we really need is structural reuse, where we can 
actually reuse the original environment but tweak its contents without 
modifying the code at all. We achieve this goal through the use of the 
ovm_factory:

class my_env extends ovm_env;
  drv d1, d2;
...
  function void build();
    ... // build the rest of the environment
    d1 = new(“d1”, this); // explicit constructor
    assert($cast(d2,
                 create_component(“drv”, “d2”)));
  endfunction
...
endclass

Notice the difference in the instantiation and construction of instances 
d1 and d2 above. The d1 instance is created by explicitly calling the 
constructor, which limits reuse. In contrast, the create_component() 
method returns an instance of the drv class that is assigned to the d2 
handle. Both lines of code result in a drv instance being created, but 

the factory provides additional flexibility because it can be controlled 
externally by the my_env class (usually from the parent ovm_test 
instance) to cause it to return a different component type for the driver 
instance:

class err_test extends ovm_test;
  my_env env;
  function void build();
    ovm_factory::set_type_override(“drv”, “err_driv”);
    env = new(“env”);
    env.build();
    ...
  endfunction
...
endclass

The set_type_override() method tells the factory to return an 
instance of the err_drv class in place of the drv base class when the 
environment requests it via create_component(). Types may also be 
overridden in the factory for specific instances as well. This mechanism 
now allows the same environment class to be instantiated in multiple 
tests, each of which may cause a different driver extension to be 
instantiated, but without the environment code having to change. The 
environment itself is now reusable and context-sensitive (dependent on 
how the test controls the factory). When applied hierarchically throughout 
the phased build process, every parent component uses the factory to 
create instances of its child components, and, thus, any component can 
be customized in this way. Assuming that the component returned by 
the factory is an extension of the base type (ensured via the $cast()), 
then everything works. The use of consistent TLM interfaces in each 
extension (also checked automatically during end_of_elaboration) 
ensures that the different components returned by the factory are 
indeed interchangeable.

In addition to overriding the factory to customize the types of component 
instances, it is often necessary to support additional customization of 
both structural properties and/or run-time parameters of environments 
and components. The OVM supports a built-in hierarchical configuration 
mechanism to provide this capability. Every configurable component is 
responsible for getting its own configuration information at a time when 
it is legal to do so. Structural configuration information, such as the 
number of children to instantiate, is managed in the build() method. Run-
time information, such as the number of wait states to inject between bus 
cycles, is configured initially in the component’s build() or configure()2 
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methods and then may be reconfigured during the run() phase.

class drv extends ovm_threaded_component;
  local int delay;
  virtual function void build();
    if(get_config_int(“numdly”,numdly))
      set_delay_length( numdly );
  endfunction

  virtual task run();
    ...
    case(state)
      DONE: begin
        if(get_config_int(“numdly”, numdly))
          if(numdly < 10)
            set_delay_length( numdly );
          else ovm_report_error(“Driver”, 
                                “ILLEGAL length specification”);
        state = IDLE;
        end
      IDLE: begin
        if(--delay == 0)
          state = GO;
      ...
    endcase
  ...
  endtask
endclass

By controlling its own configuration settings, a component is thus able 
to ensure that its behavior is only affected in legitimate ways. It would be 
poor coding practice to allow some other component to change a run-
time setting in the middle of a bus transaction, for example.

The configuration information is specified by a higher-level component 
in the hierarchy and is often set in the top-level environment or the 
top-level test. Configuration is specified on an instance-specific basis 
(including wildcarding) via the set_config_*() methods. Configuration 
may be set for integer or string values directly, but anything more 
complex must be wrapped in an ovm_object and configured using the 
set_config_object() method. In the example above, the test would 
configure the number of delay cycles in the driver as follows:

class dly_test extends ovm_test;
  virtual function void build();
    set_config_int(“env.d1”, “numdly”, 5);
    ...
  endfunction
  ...
endclass

The implementation of configuration through a global table3 in the 
OVM affords several advantages from a reuse perspective. The first 
is that setting configuration values for components is independent of 
their construction. This allows a test much more flexibility in specifying 
configuration information for components that, because of other 
configuration or randomization, may not ever get instantiated. You 
may also set configuration values for multiple parameters in multiple 
components through the use of wildcards in the text strings. Requiring a 
component to get its own configuration information allows the component 
to ensure that it is only being configured legally, regardless of the test 
or environment in which it is used. If there is a disconnect between 
what the test expects and what the component enforces, the component 
is always the proper arbiter of the “correctness” of the configuration 
process, as it should be.  

The last major concept of the OVM is the idea of specifying 
sequential streams of stimulus transactions as objects themselves. 
The ovm_sequence and ovm_scenario base classes, along with the 
accompanying component base classes for executing them, allow the 
test writer to specify interesting stimulus scenarios independent of the 
environment.

Each sequence specifies a series of transactions or other sequences 
to be executed. The transactions and sequences may be randomized 
according to constraints, and the OVM infrastructure supports various 
virtual methods that allow sequences to model layered protocols as 
well. Once the set of sequences is defined, each sequence can be 
executed individually or in parallel to send transactions to the driver. 
Sequences themselves are easy to define and fit easily into the rest of 
the OVM infrastructure, including using the factory to create transaction 
instances (which may thus have their types overridden to allow further 
customization) and allowing the specification of which sequence(s) 
to be executed to be a configuration parameter of the sequencer 
component.
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The ability to develop interoperable Verification IP (VIP) components 
and testbenches is an important benefit of adopting the OVM. Without 
alignment on communication methods and building-block classes, the 
effort to use VIP can be so large that it is easier to develop verification 
components from scratch. Following the OVM solves this problem, while 
also enabling easy sharing of testbench components among projects or 
even among companies in a design chain.

STATUS AND PLANS

The OVM World site (www.ovmworld.org) was opened to the public on 
January 9, 2008. In less than a month, more than 1700 users from more 
than 700 companies have registered for downloads and participation in 
a lively online forum. The response from both users and the trade press 
has been uniformly positive, including multiple awards from publications 
and industry organizations. 

Users can download the complete OVM release, including the 
source code for the class library, source code for usage examples, and 
detailed documentation. The current library supports all the features 
mentioned in this article, but it is highly likely that additional classes and 
capabilities will be added over time. Any methodology needs to evolve 
as new technologies and new requirements arise; Mentor Graphics 
and Cadence are committed to enhance the OVM as needed going 
forward.

There are many opportunities to learn more about the OVM. The 
OVM World site contains articles and white papers, ongoing discussion 
in the forum, and links to VIP partners and their products. In addition, 
Mentor Graphics and Cadence are presenting a series of OVM seminars 
in North America, Europe, and Asia over the next several months. A 
complete list of dates, locations, and registration information can be 
found at http://www.ovmworld.org/seminars.php. 

SUMMARY

Since the initial announcement in 2007, the OVM has generated a level 
of interest and excitement rarely seen in EDA. The industry accolades 
and high level of user interest are just two measures of the impact that 
the methodology has already had. Hundreds of companies are moving 
forward with the OVM, making it the clear choice for SystemVerilog 
verification. Since the last issue of Verification Horizons, the OVM has 
gone from promising technology to established solution.

NOTES:

 1. See “The AVM Advantage: 
Busting the Myth of VMM”, Verification Horizons, 9/06 at
http://www.mentor.com/products/fv/verification_news.cfm
 2. The configure() method is called automatically from the pre_run() 
phase method.
 3. As opposed to, for example, passing configuration parameters 
into the constructor.
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Using a combination of Questa Functional Verification and inFact™ 
intelligent testbench automation, a small engineering team was able 
to fully verify an SOC IP module design, in less time and with fewer 
resources, than with the best their current constrained random test 
solution could offer.  Rather than limiting test generation to random tests, 
inFact used several algorithms to generate intelligent test sequences for 
simulation.  In the head-to-head comparison, the Questa and inFact 
solution discovered every design error found by the current toolset, 
plus several more.  And by synthesizing and simulating only meaningful 
test sequences, Questa and inFact found the design bugs earlier in the 
simulation process, and with fewer simulation resources.

Like many others, this customer’s engineers moved to constrained 
random testing several years ago.  But that solution continues to be 
limited to random test generation only, and also is confined to a 
proprietary language format. Using Questa and inFact, the engineering 
team was able to use a combination of testbench self-test, systematic 
functional test, and accelerated random test sequences - including 
applying a combination of these simultaneously to different parts of the 
design.

The customer wanted to validate inFact technology using a known 
SOC IP design having known bugs which were not disclosed to the 
team performing the evaluation.  Figure 1 shows the I2C Controller 
design under test (DUT) which was the target of verification, and the 
inFact  intelligent Verification Components ( iVC’s) driving it’s interfaces.  
The DUT interfaces included:

• APB bus interface
• IRQ interface to the processor
• DMA peripheral controller interface
• I2C bus interface

In the customer’s constrained random test (CRT) environment, 
separate testbench blocks were developed for the APB, DMA, and IRQ 
interfaces along with separate verification blocks for peripherals on the 
I2C bus which included an I2CMaster and I2CSlaves.  Each CRT test 
block was configured to run randomly, and the interaction of the random 
activity generated unique test combinations.  To maximize coverage, 
approximately fifty simulations in a server farm were run in parallel, 

each using a different seed, with simulation results post-processed by 
a separate tool to determine functional coverage.  Directed tests were 
developed for cases where coverage was not achieved. 

Figure-1 shows the inFact iVC elements driving the DUT interfaces, 
which included standard inFact iVC (shown in blue) for the I2C Master, 
I2C Slave, and APB bus driver.  A custom inFact “CPU/DMA” testbench 
(shown in green) generated all high-level test scenarios for the DUT 
and coordinated test activity across all DUT signal interfaces.  A 
custom scoreboard was implemented for use in comparing I2C bus 
transactions.

The inFact CPU/DMA testbench managed the activity of all DUT 
signal interfaces utilizing transaction interfaces to drive and monitor 
i2cMaster, i2cSlave, and APB iVC blocks in a “systematic” non-random 
fashion.  Complex non-repeating test sequences were generated as 
a result.

Intelligent Testbench Automation—Now a Reality, 
No Longer Just a Promise 
by Jay O’Donnell, Product Applications Engineer, System-level Engineering Division, Mentor Graphics
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The I2C controller DUT supports multiple 
I2C transfer modes and configuration options 
that needed to be verified:

• DUT operation in I2CMaster, I2CSlave, 
  or I2CMaster/Slave modes with 
  programmable I2C addressing.
• DUT data flow controlled by either CPU/
  IRQ or DMA operations
• Configurable DMA transfer modes and 
  burst sizes
• Configurable fifo thresholds during CPU/
  IRQ data transfers
• Configurable I2C bus speeds in 
  Standard, Fast, or HS modes
• Independently configurable sizes for 
  Tx and Rx fifos

As this was a general-purpose I2C master/
slave controller the full spectrum of I2C transfer 
protocols was supported and needed to be 
verified:

• All I2C first-byte conditions and data transfer modes.
• Transfers between I2C masters and slaves of varying size, 
   I2C bus speeds, and directions where the DUT could be 
   a master or slave or both.
• Simultaneous transfers between DUT and external I2CMasters 
   targeting same or different slaves to verify correct DUT behavior 
   during I2C bus arbitration.
• Generation of various I2C bus termination cases.
• I2C clock stretching by inFact i2cSlaves to verify DUT follows I2C 
   protocols

These different DUT modes and I2C bus cases were specified in an 
inFact rule graph in the CPU/DMA testbench which was algorithmically 
traversed during simulation. Figure 2 shows an inFact rule graph similar 
to what was used in the benchmark, simplified to remove any customer-
specific data.  Graph ovals, otherwise known as “actions”, are mapped 
to testbench code segments written in either C++ or SystemVerilog.  
These code segments are called when the graph enters that particular 
action as it is traversed under inFact algorithmic control.

The top portion of the graph was responsible for selecting test 
configuration options including DUT master/slave operating mode, 
IRQ or DMA transfer modes, fifo thresholds or DMA burst sizes, slave 
target address widths, I2C transfer sizes, and I2C transfer directions.  

Note that some of the graph bubbles specify multiple choices for graph 
parameters to simplify graph construction.  This graph segment operates 
under coverage control that manages and tabulates which paths have 
been traversed during simulation.

The middle graph segment contains actions that configured external 
iVCs and DUT registers based on settings selected in the top portion of 
the graph.  Both the DUT and external iVC components were configured 
using inFact’s transaction-level interfaces.

Test execution occured in the next graph segment, where two possible 
test execution loops manage test activity as bytes were transferred on 
the I2C bus with the DUT configured using either IRQ or DMA based 
transfers.Test results were then verified using scoreboard logic that 
compares transmitted and received I2C transfer bytes for correctness 
using the scoreboard.

A final checkcov action evaluated coverage, and either terminated 
test execution if coverage goals were met, or directed the graph to 
return to the beginning and execute a new set of tests, repeating the 
process until all coverage goals were achieved.

A total of 60,000 unique paths were implied in the benchmark-
version CPU/DMA rule graph for a particular DUT Tx and Rx fifo depth 
configuration, and generated as the graph is traversed under the control 
of the inFact path-coverage algorithm.  InFact covered these 60,000 
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paths without test duplication.  Users also have the option to bias graph 
traversal to favor certain paths during early graph traversals for design 
or test debug, and have the ability to exclude graph alternatives for 
DUT modes having known design problems.  Portions of the graph not 
contained in an inFact coverage region run random.

The inFact approach differs significantly from the CRT approach 
which relied on random behavior of the separate testbench blocks to 
achieve coverage, with an external tool monitoring coverage attainment 
as post-process.  With inFact, tests are generated as the rule graph is 
repeatedly traversed until all unique graph cases are exercised.  The 
inFact coverage algorithm directs graph traversal to meet coverage 
goals, which can be combined or simultaneously tracked using SV 
covergroups .

If the same 60,000 unique paths were the goal of a CR testbench, 
a total of ~660,000 tests (~11x more than inFact) would need to be 
generated on-average to cover the goal based on the statistical formula 
below.  It should be noted that this formula predicts the BEST case 
number of test iterations and assumes no dependencies in the settings 
of the N_items.  If dependencies exist, a much larger number of iterations 
would be predicted.

 #iterations to coverage for N_items = N * ln(N)

Since the inFact simulation run of 60,000 tests required 8 hours of 
simulation time, it would take ~11x or 3.6 days to achieve the same 
coverage using CR.  The time savings translates into earlier design bug 
detection and shorter resimulation times to reproduce bugs and run 
regressions.  The time saved can be used to either extend the 60,000 
cases to a large number (simple graph 
changes raised the number to 3.2M) or 
run the graph in random mode after path 
coverage is obtained.  

While the emphasis in this benchmark 
was functional coverage, a more general 
inFact use-model applies multiple 
algorithms to achieve the best possible 
verification result.  Figure 3 compares a 
typical inFact test generation approach 
to the one advocated when using CRT 
methodologies.

During early testbench development both methodologies utilize some 
basic directed tests (shown as DT) to get the testbench working.  inFact 
“TB Tests” utilize the inFact graph-action coverage algorithm to verify 
that all graph actions are reached at-least once to debug testbench 
code.  “Systematic Tests” utilize the inFact graph-path coverage 
algorithm to traverse user-defined graph coverage regions(s) without 
test duplication.  After path coverage tests are complete, users have the 
option of running inFact in “graph-random” mode.  This graph-random 
mode produces the same results as traditional CR tests and like CRT 
has the same benefit of uncovering device problems related to test 
adjacencies, but often with less overhead as a constraint solver is not 
involved in the test selection process.

The CRT methodology relied on a single algorithm to achieve 
coverage goals, and suffered from the problems of test duplication 
and failure to achieve coverage efficiently.  Users of CRT must often 
revert to manual test generation, shown as “Directed Tests” to increase 
coverage when coverage goals are not met.

Users migrating from an existing CRT methodology, or coming from a 
directed test environment and considering inFact will be able to leverage 
the proven capabilities of Constrained Random Testing while achieving 
faster time-to-coverage and bug detection leveraging inFact’s coverage 
algorithms.  InFact adoption is simplified as there are no requirements 
to learn a new language, and adoption can be incremental as inFact 
can co-exist with existing verification tools and methodologies.  Existing 
testbench task code can be called from an inFact rule graph, and 
random variable selection and constraints can be replaced with inFact 
rule-defined variables and coverage algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

Assertions, once used only by high-performance processor designs, 
are now regularly included as part of the verification strategy for both 
ASICs and complex FPGAs. Their many benefits are undisputed. Yet, to 
effectively incorporate assertions in a verification plan, a methodology 
is needed to determine if the set of assertions defined for the design 
is sufficient to cover its functionality.  In this article, we describe an 
assertion density metric based on the minimum sequential distance 
(MSD) between each sequential design element and an assertion in 
its fan-out. As such, it measures whether the functionality of the logic is 
covered by an assertion. This MSD assertion density metric should be 
made a key part of any verification plan aiming to support an assertion-
based verification strategy and more proactively prevent bugs from 
escaping the verification process.

ASSERTIONS

Recently, assertions were standardized by Accellera and IEEE and 
are supported by all major simulators and formal property checkers. In 
2005, IEEE approved two assertion languages as IEEE standards: the 
IEEE 1850-2005 Property Specification Language (PSL) and the IEEE 
1800-2005 SystemVerilog language. SystemVerilog is a comprehensive 
language spanning design constructs, verification constructs, and 
assertions.  The subset of SystemVerilog specific to assertions is called 
SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA). 

In 2005, Accellera also approved a standard library of assertion 
checkers called the Open Verification Library (OVL).  In addition, 
the major EDA companies have created assertion libraries, such as 
the Questa® Verification Library (QVL).  The QVL contains assertion 
checkers for the prominent standard protocols, such as AMBA AXI and 
PCI Express. These assertion checkers typically contain hundreds of 
predefined assertions and coverage points, many of which are enabled 
or disabled based on the how the assertion checker is configured.

Assertion languages and libraries enable the designer or verification 
engineer to specify the functionality of the DUT at a high-level of 
abstraction.  During simulation, assertions and assertion checkers 
detect defects whose symptoms may not be propagated to the primary 

output ports, and they provide internal functional coverage points. With 
formal property checking, assertions and assertion checkers provide 
the formal properties and assumptions that describe the functionality 
of the DUT to be verified. Therefore, verification teams should have 
assurance that a sufficient set of assertions are placed in the DUT to 
cover its intended functionality. 

ASSERTION DENSITY

Some assertion density metrics have been proposed to detect 
insufficient or missing assertions. Most of these are based on the 
number of assertions per line of code (APLOC).  APLOC-based metrics 
provide a coarse way of detecting missing assertions.  However, a low 
APLOC may be due to a compact representation of assertions in which 
a small description in an assertion language covers a large functionality 
in the RTL.  The descriptive power of assertion languages often 
highlights the shortcomings of APLOC-based metrics. An assertion 
density metric based on the logic structure of the DUT offers a more 
reliable alternative.

MINIMUM SEQUENTIAL DISTANCE

The logic structure of a design is composed of combinatorial elements 
and sequential elements, such as registers, latches, and memories. In 
a synchronous design, the sequential elements store the state of the 
design at a given clock cycle and the combinatorial elements implement 
the next state function.  The state space of the design is created by 
repeatedly applying clock events while presenting values on the primary 
input ports of the design. This has the effect of repeatedly applying the 
next state function for a sequence of values on the primary input ports 
of the design.

Since sequential design elements hold the state of the design, we 
use them as the basis for the assertion density metric. The distance 
between a sequential design element to another sequential design 
element in its fan-out—whether connected directly or through one or 
more combinatorial design elements—is defined to be one level of 

Are You Missing Assertions? 
by Ramesh Sathianathan, Director of Engineering, Verification, Mentor Graphics
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logic.  We define the MSD as the fewest levels of logic between each 
sequential design element or primary input port and any assertion in its 
fan-out.  This is shown in Figure 1, where the MSD of register r1 is 3, 
MSD of r2 is 2, and r3 does not have any assertions in its fan-out. If a 
sequential design element does not have an assertion in its fan-out, a 
part of the state space is not covered by an assertion.

The MSD from a register to an assertion in its fan-out also describes 
the minimum number of clock events that must occur between an 
assertion failure and the event in the design that caused the assertion 
to fail.  The larger the MSD, the harder it will be for an engineer to 
debug an assertion failure and the harder it may be for formal property 
checkers to prove that the functionality described by an assertion 
matches the implementation of the functionality in the RTL.  The smaller 
the MSD, the greater the number of assertions required to describe the 
functionality of the design. 

This necessitates striking a balance to select the maximum acceptable 
MSD for a design. MSD values above the selected maximum indicate 
areas of the design with insufficient assertions. Empirically, a maximum 
MSD between 5 to 10 levels of logic achieves this balance, depending 
on the design.  In general, the larger the number of possible transitions 
from one design state to another, the smaller the maximum MSD 
required to achieve the balance between the number of assertions that 
must be written and the utility of those assertions during the verification 
process—essentially, the more complex the functionality, the larger the 
number of assertions.

All assertion density metrics have 
shortcomings. The MSD metric is no different.  
The metric computes the minimum sequential 
distance from any sequential design element 
or primary input port to any assertion. Given 
more than one assertion in the fan-out cone of 
a sequential design element or primary port, it is 
not possible to distinguish which assertion better 
covers the functionality of the design space 
supported by the sequential design element.  
Thus the shortest distance to any assertion in 

the fan-out is used as the metric. Irrespective of this shortcoming, the 
MSD metric is more intuitive than metrics based on assertions per lines 
of code

CONCLUSION

Assertion coverage is a metric often reported by a simulator.  This 
metric describes the functional coverage of the test stimulus to the DUT 
as measured by the activation of its assertions during simulation.  On 
the other hand, assertion density metrics are dependent only on the 
DUT and the assertions—not test stimuli. The use of an appropriate 
assertion density metric, such as MSD, gives design and verification 
teams an assurance that sufficient assertions are placed in the DUT to 
cover its intended functionality and should be made a key metric of any 
verification plan.
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MULTI-THREADING VS. MULT-CORE

Synchronization problems in multi-threaded systems are relatively 
straight forward to debug and correct. While there are multiple threads 
which must share data and resources, in a single processor system there 
is only one execution stream. Execution of one thread is suspended 
while the core turns its attention to another thread. Execution transition 
from one thread to the next is managed by the RTOS, is deterministic 
and repeatable. As a result, debugging data and resource conflicts 
between threads is straight forward.

Multiple cores bring considerable complexity to a multi-threaded 
system. Now the threads are running in parallel, not in sequence, and 
the dynamic sharing of data and resources can result in synchronization 
errors that are challenging to decipher. The following are just a few 
examples:

SHARED MEMORY CORRUPTION

When two threads are tasked with processing a block of video in parallel, 
they track the next frame to be processed by reading and decrementing 
a pointer. Each thread reads the pointer, decodes the specified frame, 
and decrements the pointer. In a single-core multi-threaded system, this 
works just fine, but if the threads are running concurrently in a multi-core 
system, the potential exists for thread-2 to read the same pointer value 
that thread-1 is processing, prior to thread-1 completing it’s task and 
decrementing the pointer. Double conversion of video frames will slow the 
system and produce undesirable visual effects.

MESSAGE RACE CONDITIONS

When swapping thread execution, the RTOS ensures messages 
generated by the previous thread are delivered prior to starting the next 
thread. Multiple threads executing concurrently generate messages 
concurrently and can result in race conditions where messages don’t 
arrive in time or arrive out of order.

DEADLOCKS

Threads commonly lock a hardware resource, access the resource, 
and then unlock it. To insure the tread completes and clears the lock, 
the thread disables interrupts to block the RTOS time tick, preventing 
task switching until the thread completes. Disabling interrupts on one 
processor core does not impact execution on the others. It’s possible 
for threads running concurrently to be waiting on each other to release 
a lock, resulting in a deadlocked system.

Porting a multi-threaded application from a single core to a multi-
core system breaks many of the synchronization techniques that have 
proven dependable in single-core systems. Challenges found in multi-
core designs include:

• Message passing is not deterministic
• Priorities cannot be used to mutex thread operations
• Cooperative multi-threading cannot guarantee data integrity
• Disabling interrupts does not ensure data integrity

MULTI-CORE DEBUG

There are many successful multi-core systems on the market. You 
probably have one in your pocket right now, so clearly multi-core 
synchronization issues can be overcome. The real challenge is in 
isolating the cause of a synchronization error in a timely fashion and 
correcting it. To this end, Mentor Graphics offers a Questa-integrated 
multi-core, code debugger. It connects to RTL processor models and 
compiled RTL models such as ARM’s Design Simulation Model (DSM). 
The Questa-integrated debugger provides:

• Source View – Step through source or assembly, set breakpoints, 
  and inspect software variables. Step forward or backward through 
  the source code execution.
• Variable View – Track the value of software variables that 
  are dragged from the source view.
• Call Stack – Display the active function calls on the stack
• Register View – Display the current value of the processors 
  general purpose registers
• Memory View – Display code and data space memory contents.

Debugging Synchronization Failures in Multi-Core Designs 
by Jim Kenney –Product Manager, System-level Engineering Division, Mentor Graphics
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POST SIMULATION DEBUG

Questa supports this set of windows for each processor core in your 
design. You can choose to track code execution on one or more cores 
concurrently. During simulation, Questa creates a software logfile. The 
logfile can be accessed interactively or recorded and used for post 
simulation debug. No need to rerun lengthy regression tests that fail 
during an overnight batch run. Simply invoke Questa on the .wav and .slf 
(software log file) and enjoy interactive hardware/software debug.

HIGHLY INTERACTIVE

The Questa integrated debugger is highly interactive. It can replay a 
15 hour simulation in about 3 seconds. This speed permits you to jump 
to a point of interest in a very long simulation in a second or two. You 
can drag the wave cursor to a point of interest and the source window 
will jump to the corresponding code, or set a breakpoint in the source 
and the wave window matching point of execution.

IDENTICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

The Questa-integrated debugger is totally non-intrusive. It connects 
to your existing RTL processor model, requiring no changes to your 
simulation environment. 
Unlike JTAG probes and ROM 
monitors, Questa accurately 
records code execution 
without altering the design 
behavior. This is critical 
when debugging multi-core 
synchronization problems 
that can shift or vanish with 
the small changes in timing 
execution flow associated 
with JTAG probes or memory 
resident monitors.

What makes the Questa 
unique is the ability to 
provide full featured debug 
of code running on an RTL 
processor model. Unlike 
instruction-set simulators 
which provide a debug API, 
RTL models don’t create or 

maintain the data structures needed to support source-level debug. 
Questa tracks the progress of the processor by observing it’s general 
purpose registers, and using processor-specific knowledge of what the 
program counter and status register imply, creates a data structure to 
support inquiries from the software debug windows mentioned 
previously.

The Questa-integrated SW debugger currently supports most ARM 
cores including the ARM7, ARM9, ARM11, and Cortex families. Support 
for MIPS cores is under development. For more information please 
e-mail jim_kenney@mentor.com 

Questa Multi-Core Debug – Memory, source and register windows 
are displayed for two cores. Processor 1 is denoted by a blue 

background while processor 2 has a white background. The center 
cursor in the wave window is indexed with the blue arrows in the 
source views. There is no hard limit on the number of cores that 

can be simultaneously debugged.
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THE VHDL-AMS LANGUAGE IS AN UNDISCOVERED 
ASSET FOR FPGA DESIGNERS – A POWERFUL 
TOOL TO DEFINE AND VERIFY REQUIREMENTS IN 
A NON-DIGITAL CONTEXT

The value of modern systems, such as automotive and aerospace 
vehicles, has become heavily influenced by their electronic content.  
Consequently, selecting the right electronic components and choosing 
the optimal design methodology is vital in developing a successful 
product.  The flexibility of new components, such as FPGA devices, is 
intriguing.  The potential of these devices, however, cannot be fully (and 
safely) utilized without incorporating the latest design and verification 
methodologies.

FPGA devices are already heavily used in aerospace applications. The 
widespread use of FPGA devices in automotive applications, however, 
has not yet arrived -- but trends reported by mainstream automotive 
suppliers indicate that the potential advantages of these devices have 
not gone unnoticed.1 The capacity of these devices to implement 
and integrate both software and digital-hardware functionality—on 
a single component—is very attractive.  Certain challenges remain, 
such as ensuring that these devices are compatible with harsh 
automotive environments and are compliant with the exacting reliability 
requirements of the industry.  The biggest challenge in utilizing FPGA 
devices, however, may be one of methodology. 

Design methodologies for automotive and aerospace applications 
must consider the complexities of mechatronic2 systems. Even 
something as simple as an electronic throttle control system (see 
Figure 1) is a sophisticated combination of feedback control systems, 
analog and digital circuitry, multi-physics sensors and actuators—all 
controlling an electromechanical physical device (an engine throttle 
body in this example). The importance of unambiguous, verifiable 
system requirements to the success of these electronic products cannot 
be overemphasized.

FPGA designers are familiar with HDL-based, requirements-driven 
design methodologies for digital electronics.  But how can requirements 
be expressed for a system that, while it contains digital elements, is 
fundamentally non-digital? Fortunately, an executable HDL exists that 
extends the capabilities of the digital VHDL language with continuous 
time, differential and algebraic equations, multi-physics, transfer 

functions (both s and z domain), energy conserving analog circuit 
capabilities (like SPICE), statistical distributions for parametric variations, 
and functions expressed in software C code.  This language is the IEEE 
Std. 1076.1 VHDL-AMS3 language.  VHDL-AMS is the perfect language 
for providing continuity in design and verification at all levels:  functional 
specifications; architectural partitions; and component implementations 
(see  Figure 2).

The VHDL-AMS language standard was completed in 1999.  The 
description of this language sounds ideal, so why aren’t more designers 
using the language today? Simply put, implementing the standard 
has been very difficult technically.  Now, however, after years of 
development, several different tool suppliers are providing simulators 
that can efficiently execute the VHDL-AMS language.  The long-awaited 
promise of this language standard and the resultant methodology is now 
a reality. 

Digital designers at major automotive suppliers, such as Magneti 
Marelli4, have confirmed significant benefits by using the VHDL-AMS 
language.  Since VHDL-AMS is a pure superset of the VHDL language, 
the designer starts with all of the well-known benefits of HDL design 
and verification.  Then, using the extensions provided by VHDL-AMS, 
the design can be thoroughly analyzed by incorporating the impact of 
the neighboring engineering disciplines: analog electrical engineering 
(Kirchoff’s current and voltage laws), ADC, and DSP circuits; control 
system transfer functions; mechanical engineering (Newton’s and 
Bernoulli’s laws); and extensibility any other desired engineering or 
physics discipline. 

To be specific, VHDL-AMS allows expression of simultaneous, 
nonlinear differential and algebraic equations in any model; the model 
creator need only express the equations and let the simulator solve 
them in time or frequency domain.  Domain knowledge from any 
engineering discipline can be encapsulated in reusable libraries5 that 
are accessible by any member of the design team.  It is then possible for 
the digital developer to start with a clear, executable specification that 
incorporates all of the requirements (including non-digital) and to use the 
same specification as a virtual verification environment. Since VHDL-
AMS supports the concept of component statistical distributions6, it is 
also practical to verify that the digital design will operate in the context 
of tolerance and manufacturing variation, which drive the “non-digital” 
characteristics of mechatronic systems. A reference book for the VHDL-

FPGA Design and Verification in Mechatronic Applications
by Darrell A. Teegarden, Manager, System Modeling and Analysis Business Unit, Mentor Graphics
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AMS language, The System Designer’s Guide to VHDL-AMS: Analog, 
Mixed-Signal and Mixed-Technology Modeling, provides an extensive 
modeling example using the VHDL-AMS language to represent various 
aspects of an unpiloted aerial vehicle (UAV).  The UAV example 
includes models focusing on mixed-signal, mixed-technology, power 
electronics, communications, and the overall system. See Figure 3 for 
an overview of the system model provided in the book. See Figure 4 for 
an example of a simple gain block written in the VHDL-AMS language, 
such as for the potentiometer that is shown in Figure 3.  Note that the 
AMS extensions provide for declaration of ports of type “quantity” and a 
section in the architecture for equations that use the “==” operator.  This 
allows creation of continuous time-domain relationships for model ports 
(in contrast to discrete events in “normal” VHDL).  These models can be 
mixed freely with digital VHDL models – the VHDL-AMS language is a 
pure superset of VHDL – allowing for a very rich modeling environment 
in which to specify and verify sophisticated systems.

The VHDL-AMS language is an undiscovered asset for FPGA 
designers – a powerful tool to define and verify requirements in a non-
digital context.
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library IEEE;
use IEEE.MATH_REAL.all;

entity q_Gain is
  generic (K  : real := 1.0);  -- Gain multiplier
  port (quantity input  : in  real;
        quantity output : out real);
end entity q_Gain;

architecture behavioral of q_Gain is
begin
  output == K * input;
end architecture behavioral;

Figure 4. VHDL-AMS code for a simple “gain” model 

Darrell A. Teegarden has over twenty years of experience in 
development of HDL-based models and software tools.  He currently 
manages the SystemVision™ VHDL-AMS related tool development for 
the System Level Engineering division at Mentor Graphics Corporation 
in Wilsonville, Oregon. Darrell is an IEEE member and holds a B.S., 
Chemical Engineering from Oregon State University and an M.S., 
Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. He is a co-author of 
The System Designer’s Guide to VHDL-AMS: Analog, Mixed-Signal, 
and Mixed-Technology Modeling.
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NOTES:

1. Michael Gabrick, Rick Nicholson, Frank Winters, Bruce Young, Jim 
Patton, FPGA Considerations for Automotive Applications, 2006 SAE 
World Congress, Detroit, Michigan, April, 2006. http://delphi.com/pdf/
techpapers/2006-01-0368.pdf

2. Mechatronics is the synergistic combination of mechanical 
engineering, electronic engineering and software engineering. The 
purpose of this interdisciplinary engineering field is the study of 
automata from an engineering perspective and serves the purposes of 
controlling advanced hybrid systems. The word itself is a portmanteau of 
‘Mechanics’ and ‘Electronics’. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechatronics

3. P. Ashenden, G. Peterson, D. Teegarden, The System Designer’s 
Guide to VHDL-AMS: Analog, Mixed-Signal and Mixed-Technology 
Modeling. San Francisco: Morgan Kaufman Publishers, September 
2002.  www.mkp.com/vhdl-ams .

4. Magneti Marelli Reduces Design and Simulation Time Using Mentor 
Graphics SystemVision for Safety Function Simulation, http://www.
mentor.com/products/sm/news/magneti_marelli.cfm 

5. The German consortium VDA FAT-AK30 provides an extensive VHDL-
AMS library for the purpose of facilitating model-based collaboration 
between automotive manufacturers and suppliers. See http://fat-ak30.
eas.iis.fraunhofer.de/index_en.html 

6. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) recently standardized 
the mechanism for specification of statistical distributions for VHDL-
AMS language usage in automotive applications. See SAE standard 
J2748 at www.sae.org.
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The Advanced Verification Methodology (AVM) was instrumental 
in delivering SystemVerilog to the masses. This was partly due to its 
open, interoperable format. In addition, it supplied models, instructions, 
and support that allowed verification and design engineers alike to take 
advantage of advanced verification technologies, including object-
oriented programming, without having to be verification language 
experts. Today, the openness and benefits of the AVM have been 
expanded into the Open Verification Methodology (OVM). It is our good 
fortune that the transition from AVM to OVM is an easy one and can be 
made without any modification to existing code.

Even when standalone VIP is fully verified to be good, integration at 
the chip level is not a trivial task. Many VIP developers have not thought 
about the issues users face when they are using VIP at the chip level. 
Thus, VIP usage at the chip level should be a high priority as more and 
more VIP is moving from verification at the module level toward creating 
interesting scenarios at the chip level.

An open source, standard-based methodology is the foundation for 
this bridge, allowing the knowledge-base gained at one level to be ported 
to another. Such a methodology begins with a standard verification 
language, such as SystemVerilog. Standard languages allow designs, 
models, and verification components to be easily moved from one tool 
to another and allow the same verification environment to be used for 
both block and chip level verification. 

Instead of just creating a pure reference model, SystemVerilog allows 
the development of VIP in a new way that supports the creation of 
scenarios that capture bugs and the forwarding of language features 
to the user where it can help them. This SystemVerilog VIP is also easy 
to configure for non-language experts: critical in today’s crunch-time 
status quo where engineers are frequently asked to wear more than 
one hat. Consequently, designers as well as verification experts will use 
VIP.

If SystemVerilog is the brick of the bridge, methodology is the mortar. 
An open source, pure SystemVerilog methodology is needed that both 
facilitates the adoption and use of SystemVerilog and encourages 
reuse of all the fruits of the verification effort. Initially, the AVM provided 
the fullest support of SystemVerilog and delivered leading verification 
technologies. The AVM’s emphasis on reusable components encourages 
a scalable solution that allows VIP to successfully move between block 
and chip level verification, and ultimately between functional verification 
and post-silicon validation.

Recently, the AVM was extended, along with the universal verification 
methodology (URM), into the OVM. The OVM assures the continuity 
of a standard, interoperable verification methodology into the future. 
It delivers an enormous benefit for both VIP providers and verification 
engineers developing testbenches, offering established interoperability 
mechanisms for VIP, transaction-level and RTL models as well as 

Migrating Ethernet VIP to OVM Is a Cinch
By Rahul V. Shah, Director, ASIC Engineering Division, Sibridge Technologies
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integration with other languages commonly used in production flows. It 
establishes a common methodology and a class library that runs on any 
simulator that supports the SystemVerilog standard. 

The OVM methodology classes define unique capabilities for block-
to-system VIP reuse and layered sequences. The OVM provides the 
TLM-based infrastructure for building modular, reusable verification 
components that communicate through well-defined transaction-level 
interfaces. This is critical for the bridging of functional verification and 
post-silicon validation. Its class library allows users to create sequential 
constrained-random stimulus, collect and analyze functional coverage 
information, and include assertions as first-class members of the 
configurable testbench environment. The OVM open library gives the 
flexibility to make VIP that can be synchronized with other environmental 
components in a verification environment, whether those components 
are in C, are encrypted, or in some other language.

A SIMPLE MIGRATION

The only remaining question is how difficult is it to go from AVM 
to OVM? It turns out to be remarkably easy. Because the AVM is the 
baseline for the OVM, no changes are required to run user code with 
the OVM library. Initially we migrated our Sibridge Ethernet VIP from 
AVM3.0 to OVM1.0 using a compatibility layer to import the OVM 
packages. The OVM compatibility directory provides an avm_pkg 
package that includes the full OVM library and maps AVM type names 
to OVM type names. All AVM code can be compiled using this package 
and, thus, will run using the new OVM library with no code changes at 

all. The only change needed is to amend the compile script to pick up 
the new avm_pkg. 

If you want to port your AVM code to the OVM base library, without 
using the compatibility layer, only minimal source code changes are 
required. For example, we wrote a simple test script that globally 
replaced all AVM calls with OVM calls. This took about a half an hour. 
Following is the sample code which can do the trick for all source code 
files.

foreach file_name ( `find . -name “*.sv”` ) 
mv $file_name $file_name.old
sed “s/avm_/ovm_/g” $file_name.old  > $file_name
rm $file_name.old

We did find one situation that required slightly more than a simple 
name change in the return type of the virtual clone() function: 

AVM:

virtual class avm_transaction;
pure virtual function avm_transaction clone ();  

OVM:

virtual class ovm_transaction extends ovm_object; 
virtual class ovm_object extends ovm_void; -
extern virtual function ovm_object  clone   ();  

continued on page 22
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As shown in the example below we modified the files to change the 
return type of clone (avm_transaction) with ovm_object.

Before migration:

function avm_transaction gbe_sib_data_class::clone();

  gbe_sib_data_class gbe_data_hn = new;
  gbe_data_hn.copy( this );
  return gbe_data_hn;

endfunction

After migration:

function ovm_object gbe_sib_data_class::clone();

  gbe_sib_data_class gbe_data_hn = new;
  gbe_data_hn.copy( this );
  return gbe_data_hn;

endfunction

These simple measures will keep you on the road to scalable 
verification and easier, more successful IP integration. Over time the 
user community will contribute to the OVM’s open library, improving its 
quality and adding more features that address the real issues from the 
user’s point of view. This will not only enhance the OVM but also benefit 
the verification industry as a whole.

This is in keeping with a larger trend in which the simulator market 
will not be just about simulators anymore. It’s not just language and 
performance anymore. Instead we’ll be seeing bigger solution packages 
that include technical support, models, methodologies, coverage plans, 
and verification management. Already, that is where things are headed 
with the OVM as the engine driving more comprehensive and effective 
verification environments.

Rahul V Shah has over eight years 
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and progressing to SystemVerilog-based coverage-driven verification. 
Rahul graduated from DDIT University, India, with a BS in Electronics 
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